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(Continued from page 7) Moscow has already a radio-telephonic station o(

toman Hank. No one is better acquainted with this type, which can carry the human voice over a 
German financial methods, and with the economic distance of 4500 versts. 1 his is confirmed by the 
situation in Central Europe. He knew that the key messages arriving from the Chita station to the et

The same is true
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Communist Manifesto, 
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Wago-Labor and Capital Single eopim, lfc 
copies, $2.00.

Single copies, lfc ; *
to the industrial recovery of the Danube States was feet that they can hear Moscow 
the economic restoration of Austria. A year ago a of Irkutsk, 1 ashkent and Semipalatinsk. I he author
combination of British hanks was formed for this of these lines assisted by the Ministry of Postal and ^ m___
purpose Hut already Creusot had obtained control Telegraph service carried on experiments in Berlin The Present Economic System. (Prof, yj ^ 
of the Skoda Works in Bohemia, and French financ- to establish the possibility of carrying the human Bonger). Single copies, 10c; 25 eopice, $1.50. 
iers were negotiating for control of the Hungarian voice from that city and Moscow. The main wire- Capitalist Production. (First Nine sod 33*4
railways, etc. The moment French finance appeared less station of Gcithoff was placed at our disposal Chapters, ‘'Capital'* Vol 1, Marx) Siwi» 
to be working towards collaboration with the Ger- for that purpose. The investigation work was car- (eloUl bound), $1.00; 5 copies, $3.75, ***
mans, the British group considered it all-important ried on in the presence of Count Arko, one of the Socialism. Vtopian sod Scientific s

most prominent scientists and inventors in the .. ^ M l0* *
So the battle began. The British Consortium offer- sphere of wireless telegraphy. Dr. Ruhkopf. the ’ ’

ed the Loucheuf group participation in their ven- chief of the experimental station of the "Telcfunkcn of Uie Fsrra. Single copies, 10c; 25 copie,
lures, to detach the group from Stinnes. Louchcur Co." Gruznichka, Dr. of physical science, who had •18°- 
then submitted to the Paris Conference a report in arrived from London'by imitation of Com. Krassin. Manifesto, 8. P. of C-, single espy, 10 eeste;l
the financial restoration of Austria—by private en- and.the engineers and technicians of the above re- Copies----------------------------------------------$K»
terprise. A company was to be formed with an in- reiving station. At the appointed hour wc heanl Evolution of Man. (Prof. Bolsche). 8agb 
itial capital of 200 millions of francs, English, Moscow saying “Hello," and the conversation that copies, 20c ; 26 eopiee, $1.76.
Italian, and American undertakings sharing equal- followed was so distinct that I could recognize the The Nature and Uaaa of Sabotage (Prof. T. V*. 
ly in the capital issue. It meant the very profitable voices of the persons speaking from Moscow The len). 8inglce copies 5 cento, 25 copies $1. 
financial control of a highly equipped industrial impression produced was overwhelming. One of 
country. It was also a shrewd blow at Stinnes.
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to approach the Loucheur group.

The Criminal Court Judge, sod The Odd Trith
those present addressed himself to me saying : “How (R. B. Bex). Single eopiee, 5 rests ; per 25 copie, 

Stinnes, seeing his Franco-German project in ruins was it passible to achieve such wonderiul progress 75e. 
sought ores and markets elsewhere. He proceeded in a country, where, as our newspapers inform us. Ancient Society (Louie H Morgan), $2 15 
to Austria, and the news soon came "that he had everything is in a state of destruction and anarchy? Value, Price and Profit*(Marx)—Single eopiee, 15t; 
bought 250,000 shares in the great Styrian iron min- Whom are we to believe after that?" I advised 

. ing company, the "‘Alpine Montangcsellschatt," and him to believe the facts.
also two metallurgical factories, at Graz and Trieste The German Ministry of Postal and Telegraph

He undertook to deliver 1.200 tons of Ruhr coke a Service being greatly interested in the experiment Qvil War in France (Mara) ____
ordered its laboratory expert, engineer Vrazka, to Ufa anti Death (Dr. B. Teiehmann) .......  ™J0e

This was a revolting spectacle to British capit- verify it. As a result of this it was established that History of the Pario$Commune (Listagsriy ) . .1150 
alism. German industry now had in Styria a substi- the audibility is sufficient for earning on regular Clam Struggle (Kautaky), doth, 90 cent*; paper, 
tute for the iron taken away from it in Lorraine, telephonic communication between Berlin and Mos- 35 cento.

cow. Even reducing the power to one half there is Poritantoto. (Molly). *j*ot!1* ^ <*nts
After this it was useless for the Germans to make the possibility of carrying the human voice over the * per copy 15 eenla. T*** * e*iee<'

any proposals at the London Conference. In the distance between Berlin and Moscow. This leads gavage 8arvjVaia (Moore), doth, $1. 
end Dr. Simons actually accepted the French (Sey- to the conclusion.that the conversation from Mos Law of Biogenesis (Moore), doth, 90 cents, 
doux) proposal, and even that served nothing- An cow was heard by all the most important radio sta- Social étudie» (Laforgue). 90 cents
excuse must be found, and was found, for “sane- lions in EurojHv which was actually confirmed by The State and Revolution ( Lenin)------
tions."’ On March 10 the Rhenish cod ports of messages received a few days after that from Euro- Oerme
Dusseldorf. Duisburg, and Ruhrort were seized, and pean wireless stations TTcIpkoT ^«e^eb

control thus obtained of the coal and coke destined Thus the experiment in wireless telephony has Labor Laws of Soviet Russia. Revised and ea-

25 eopiee, $3 25.
Introduction to Sociology < Arthur M. Lewis), 

$1.76.

day to the Styrian company.

Stinnes must be punished!

JOtfor Stinnes and his Styrian concerns. On March proved a complete success, and all this is the result larged 
11 M. Louchcur discussed with the Austrian Minis- of the scientific labors of the Soviet experts during A. B C. of Evolution (McCabe)
ters his plans for the restoration of Austria, includ- the two years of their complete isolation from their Conditions of the Working Class in Eng an in
the supply of 200,000 tons of coal monthly, and on colleagues in the West- .« (BugeU)^ . ...
March 12 Auàtria accepted Allied control of her fin- The radio telephonic station in Moscow is com- ' ° ,on 0 e ** ° paper. 55< ; doth, $1.15 
ances._ There ended the possibility of German par- pktely the work of the Soviet Government. It has Darwinism and Race Progress (Haycrait. 
ticipation in concessions or public works in Austria, been installed and equipped by our own means be-

But what about Reparations? What about the ginning with the simplest screw
restoration of the devastated areas in France, for the most complicated apparatus-
which M. Louchcur is the responsible Minister?
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and ending with Evolution of Property (Lagarguc). cloth 

Poverty of Philosophy (Marx) .—---------
Apart from this our specialists introduced a hum The American Empire (Scott-nraring . p-ipfr

and that the North of France must wait. Not, you nfrw problems have been worked out by the radio Ethics and History (Kautsky) -___ ;— . - 1
observe that it matters two pins to Finance if old laboratory at Xizhnigorod upon which I cannot Industrial History of England (H. DcGibbins) > '• 
Austrian ladies starve a" little less- or French work- dwell now. • . The Student's Slarx (Aveling) — • -

We can confidently state now that in the matter ** wo Kssays„on History (C. Stephenson an ^
of wireless telegraphy wc have become altogether v; i , w* HruJair^Marx ) ’ - *

WIRELESS TELE^APHY IN SOVIET Upta of foreign cpiu. : w, our-lve, pro- ££ w Z

RUSSIA ducc all the necessary apparatus which will not be Causes of Belief in God (Lafarguc) .
(Continued from page 4) inferior in any way to those produced abroad, while per copy, 10c; 25 copi«- £

poses of navigation and surveying. There is no some of our apparatus even excel the European The Structure of Soviet Russia (Humphries1
» .doubt that the colossal power of the station will make. In the field of wireless telegraphy, wc can Xo Compromise; No Political Trading ‘ n,‘

compel the radio stations of other countries to adapt say that not only have wc made a good start, but ... 1 ^b»ncchtL. ‘ _15c
• themselves to it. It will also provide extensive ma- wc haw achieved in a comparatively short time such Ril,*! T nTLi _____ l5t

terial and possibilities for the study not only of real progress as enables us to affirm that the pro- Marxism ïîid Darwinism' (Pannekock) j*
wireless telegraphy but also of atmospheric and ductivc genius of Soviet Russia has been aroused, The Apostate (London) —_____
magnetic phenomena, thus becoming an object of and already provided evidence of its ability to sue- History of the Great American Fortune? 
examination not only for Russia but also for for- cessfullv rival the capitalist West. (Myers) Three volumes —----------

-“Rosta Wein," April 12th, 1921. Woman Under Socialism (Bebel) .......-
1 ' Economic Determinism (Parce) y 7;

Socialism and Modern Science (Fern)
Physical Basis of Mind and Morals
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Phillips, D. Pollitt, J Seppahammcr, J. Wilson, R. Science and Revolution (Unterman) -

This wireless laboratory was opened at the end D. Huntly, R. Sinclair. R. Davcy, J. Shcarlaw, J. The Militant Proletariat (Lewis) —T--
of 1918, and for this brief period of time it succeed Purnell, A. Stewart, J. McKay. W. J. Kennedy. tV. Evolution. Social and Organis (Lewis) ^
ed in making considerable contributions of great Glenn, A- McDonald, E. A. 'Bartholomew, D. R. ,, ^ojution (Kautsky---^ ^ $1J5
scientific vine. I. is engaged in the preparation .. Morrison, F. Dowohoe. C. E. Perry. P. D-gnid. ft?vgtf&SSE. fàSKo* - *

a new type of intensification which has hitherto been H. C. Morgan, $3 ; W. R. Lewin, $2 ; R. C. Mutch. (All above poet free). ,
imported from France. By order-of the Council of $7 ; J. Sanderson, $2; L. Marks. $1.10; R. Mcthven, All above literature can be obtained et_the * 
Defence the'laboratory started upon the prépara- $6.75; S- Guthrie. $2 ; T. H. Lambert, $2 ; J. N. Prices, post paid, from—J. Sanderson, Box 
tionofanumberof radio-telephonic stations through HintZjl| *2 Winnipeg, Man. , 401
the application of positive rally- A model of this Make all moneys payable to R. Meet • t
has been, worked out by engineer M. A. Bonsh- Above, total Clarion subscriptions received from Pender Street Bast, Vareeuver, B. C. Add a 
Bruovitch, one of the specialists working in the 27th April to 11th May, inclusive—$47.85. on cheques.
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ers pig it a little more.—(The Labor Leader).
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eign scientists.
Ail the work of calculation and construction con

nected with the alternator has been accomplished by 
"the Wireless Laboratory of Niznigorod. The in
ventor of the apparatus is a member of the Labora
tory Council, engineer Wolokdin.

~:o :■
(Fitch)

(Engels) $!•£ 
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